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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Ocean Chinese Restaurant from Glenorchy. Currently,
there are 14 dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Ocean Chinese Restaurant:
I got 2 takeaway meals last night. Combination Chow Mein and Special Fried Rice. OMG, both to die for, cooked

super fresh and delicious!! Very good value for money. Ocean Chinese Restaurant will be my regular Chinese
takeout treat! I highly recommend this restaurant for eat in or take away! read more. What User doesn't like

about Ocean Chinese Restaurant:
First off we were sat right by the double automatic doors with the loudest auto bloody buzzer you have ever

heard made conversation impossible when 30 people came in off coach and would stand with the doors open
letting freezing cold air in and a constant doo doo going off but i digress. .food ok i had the wonton soup average
with prebrought wontons followed by the satay skewers nice sauce but very lack luster proces... read more. Let

yourself be thrilled in Ocean Chinese Restaurant from Glenorchy by versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's
traditionally prepared in a wok, on the daily specials there are also a lot of Asian dishes. Also, they proffer you
flavorful seafood menus, Besides, the inventive blend of different meals with new and partially adventurous

products is appreciated by the visitors - a beautiful case of Asian Fusion.
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Appet�er�
SATAY

P�z�
PIZZA SPECIAL

Starter�
PRAWN CRACKERS

Soup
WONTON SOUP

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Bread� & Ric�
SPECIAL FRIED RICE

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

Sauce�
SAUCE

Breakfas� - Shmear Flavor�
REGULAR

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

CHICKEN

RICE

GARLIC

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-14:00 16:00-20:00
Tuesday 11:00-14:00 16:00-20:00
Wednesday 11:00-14:00 16:00-
20:00
Thursday 11:00-14:00 16:00-20:00
Friday 11:00-14:00 16:00-20:00
Saturday 16:00-20:00
Sunday 16:00-20:00
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